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As any hobbyist will tell you the most important
things you’ll need when sitting for long periods is
comfort, good support and most importantly a
correct sitting posture. The Horn HOBBY CHAIR
offers all these and more, it features a 3 lever
mechanism, this gives precise adjustment of your
seating position by allowing you not only to
change the height of the chair but the rake, seat
tilt and back height positions...just like a luxury
car seat. The Horn HOBBY CHAIR also offers a
sculptured, deep, luxuriously padded seat and
back with an approved contoured lumbar support
to fit perfectly into your body. It can be quickly
raised or lowered to your desired position by
means of a gas elevator and is fitted with a
smaller castor base to allow you to fit easily into
your sewing cabinet. To finish off the perfect chair
you have three hard wearing fabrics to choose
from and now our special ‘Limited Edition’ fun
sewing canvas fabric as well!
It’s the perfect chair to finish off your perfect
sewing room!
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- the Horn ‘Tall’ Hobby Chair
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- the original Horn Hobby Chair

Great New Fabric!

Sandstone

Charcoal

Like to see a sample of a fabric?- No problem
Contact us on 01793 834304 and we’ll sort it out for you.

“The best seat in the house just got taller! ”
Excellent comfort
and support!

New
Fabric!

54cm

50cm

Gas lift adjustment

3 lever adjustment

Now available in a fun sewing
canvas fabric

Fabric Chart

“The best seat in the house is
now endorsed & approved! ”

The Fabric colour
pictured is Sandstone

Sea Blue

52cm

Maximum
height;
70cm
(approx.)
Minimum
height;
51cm
(approx.)
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54cm
61cm

52cm

All dimensions are approximate

R. QUINN,
MCSP, Reg.Mem. HPC, Mem.IEHF
and ACPOHE

50cm

Excellent comfort
and support!

Maximum
height;
56cm
(approx.)
Minimum
height;
46cm
(approx.)
Gas lift adjustment

3 lever adjustment

61cm

All dimensions are approximate

Great New Fabric!

Sandstone

Sea Blue

Charcoal

Now available in a fun sewing
canvas fabric

New
Fabric!
Fabric Chart
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Like to see a sample of a fabric?- No problem
Contact us on 01793 834304 and we’ll sort it out for you.

All the advantages of our
normal Hobby chair….
but now with extra height!

The Fabric pictured is our new
limited edition fun sewing canvas
fabric. Both our ‘Tall Hobby’ and
original ‘Hobby’ chair’s are
currently available in this.
THE SAME GREAT FEATURES BUT NOW AS AN EXTRA TALL CHAIR.
This will allow you all the endorsed comfort and support of the original Horn Hobby chair but at a far greater height
with an enhanced sitting height of 70cm off the ground! (The normal chair being 56cm). This is ideal for sitting at
higher surfaces such as our HI-LO, Sewers Vision, Maxi Hobby table, Cut easy Mk2, our new Tri-Star utility table
or maybe your kitchen surface, in fact anywhere in your home that has a need for a higher sitting position.
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